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INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING FOR EMERITUS FACULTY

By

ev James E. Mauch, Jack W. Birch, and Jack Matthews
co University of Pittsburgh

ABSTRACT

This paper will report on significant developments in the literature on the
emeritus rank. In the paper, the history and usage of the term emeritus is examined,
and the development of emeritus status as a basis for a new working professional rank
is explored. Illustrations from legislative and professional body actions to document
administrative and faculty problems and benefits are included. Included also are guides
to help institutions of higher education plan for possible growth in numbers of emeriti
faculty, by providing for the needs of emeriti, to the benefit of the institution and the
individual faculty member.

Also explored is the relationship of emeritus status with collective bargaining
agreements, maintenance of the tenure system, retirement incentives, economic and
academic benefits to higher education, and the need for faculty development and
evaluation.
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INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING FOR EMERITUS FACULTY

Serious proposals have been published in an effort to establish, in operational
terms, what rights and responsibilities should inhere in the emeritus status (Albert 1986).
Faculty members with emeritus rank, vigorously active and alert in personal,
professional and scholarly matters, are making their voices heard in new and
constructive ways, to the benefit of the academic community as a whole (Riley 1986;
Peterson et al, undated; Auerbach 1986, a, b, c). For many faculty, retirement no longer
means withdrawal from active work at one's primary career. Instead, the option is open
to continue what one has been doing, in various respects, at one's own pace and under
newly negotiated terms. It is time to begin a broader review of this pote:-
redefinition of faculty retirement.

Faculty members may be in the early stages of awareness about age uncapping
and its implications for their retirement planning. The impact of uncapping promises
to be a growing topic of interest to tenured faculty members who face a future without
a mandatory age requirement. Financial responsibilities and changes in perceptions are
involved, too.

"Views about the relative advantages of work and leisure and various
combinations thereof may change as a person ages. The views of one's future
preference between work and leisure held at age 60 are likely to be quite different
from what they turn out to be at age 65 or 70" (Soldofsky 1986, p. 23).

The emerging changes in the role and function of the emeritus professor may well
presage a major modification in the conventional professorial rank structure in higher
education (Albert 1986). There is concern about how to maintain the positive elements
in both the tenure system and the present operating retirement schemes while
accommodating to a new condition, namely, the elimination of any mandatory
retirement age (Finkin 1989). Higher education groups of almost all kinds and
persuasions are preoccupied with one or another facet of that problem (Heller 1986;
Holden and Hansen 1989).

This review will examine the interactions among the above concerns. Also, the
review will result in recommendations for actions by responsible agencies and groups,
and suggest areas for further investigation.
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REALITIES ABOUT THE AGING PROFESSORATE

Reports about elderly people occupy increasing proportions both of radio and
television time and of all forms of periodical print material. Popular publications and
scholarly writing about oldsters occupy more and more of the time of creative persons.
Local, state, national and international political leaders seek support from senior citizen
constituencies and develop legislation to address the social consequences of the steadily
extending human life span. Public concern is high, and the body of knowledge about
aging multiplies.

Summarized below are several key concepts about aging culled from existing
literature. These concepts about aging are of central importance when considering
emerging roles for emeritus faculty. They must be faced by those leaders among faculty
and administration who are responsible for searching out accommodations that are both
honorable and pragmatic ways to adjust policies and practices to imminent changes in
the emeritus professor population.

Life Span and Economic Implications: Americans are living longer. Persons
reaching age 65 in 1989 had an average life expectancy of 20 years. Four years earlier,
in 1985, the life expectancy of a 65 year old was 17 years. Thus, it is plain that faculty
members need to plan for increasing life expectancies and for the heightened likelihood
that, when retired, they will need self support funds for a longer period of time, plus
provision for escalating living costs (Committee on Aging 1986; Pifer and Bronte 1985;
Ycas 1987). Moreover, they could well become members of four or five generation
families. Older faculty members may have to care, socially and economically, for their
own aging parents while also giving financial assistance to younger kin, in increasing
degrees. At present, for example, elderly people are four times as likely to give financial
aid to their offspring as they are to receive it from them. One obvious possible solution
for professors is to extend the years of earning prior to full retirement.

Health and Intellect: Today, people 70 years of age are substantially more healthy
and intellectually active than those of previous generations. People attain their 60's, 70's
and 80's in better general condition than did previous generations. Also, health and
productivity are positively connected. Hence it is imperative that higher education
planners upgrade realistically their conceptions of "typical" persons in the sixth, seventh
and later decades of life rather than maintain stereotypes based on their observations of
retirees of decades past or even of current retirees. Physical and mental vigor remain
for adults into advanced years, and the upper limits have not yet bem ascertained.
(Committee on Aging 1986; Ycas 1987).



Growing Numbers: According to the Committee on Ageing (1986), the US.
population over Age 65 has been increasing at more than twice the rate for persons
under 65 (2.5% per year versus 1% per year). Such a differential rate of increase
suggests that the number of faculty members eligible to enter the emeritus ranks may
be out-growing annually the number of scholars and professionals eligible for initial
employment as faculty members. Certainly there will be variance in growth among the
many academic and professional disciplines. However, the over-all picture appears to
be one that will affect faculty shortages if present retirement practices with respect to age
continue.

Differences Among Older Persons: Education increases individual differences. The
robust intellect continues to increase in power over most of its lifetime. Recent
gerontological thinking tends to assign the over 65's into three groups (though there is
much overlap). People aged 65 to 74 are generally active and healthy, usually well able
to carry on whatever managerial, intellectual and creative activities they engaged in
before 65. A number become even more productive during those years. Individuals
from 75 to 84 differ from the first group chiefly in pace of activities, with little or no loss
of skills or intellectual vigor. Many have lost spouses,and have adopted a more
moderate lifestyle out of choice, not necessity. The over-85 group, increasing in
numbers, is less well understood. It does appear that approximately half of them
continue in very much the same life style as the 75-84 age cohort. The remainder seem
to move more and more into what has been called a "retired life pattern,' with some
level of care provided by others in areas of personal and home management. That
contrasts with less than 15% of the 65-74's needing such support (Committee on Aging
1986; Pifer and Bronte 1986).

The above "stages of aging" description by gerontologists and the evidence about
older persons' intellectual integrity and continued development dispute the notion of
general debility and loss of competence with increasing age. From all indications older
persons are, as a class, becoming smarter, healthier and more productive. Elderly people
today are more competent than their counterparts of past generations.

FACULTY VIEWS OF EMERITUS STATUS

A study of Canadian faculty in Ontario (Hansen, B.L., 1985) suggested that,
contrary to the findings of Chronister and Kepple (1987), early retirement is viewed as
one of the least attractive options to faculty. Hansen found that over a 10 year period
approximately 125 Ontario faculty elected to take retirement. This averaged about 10
per year from a faculty complement of between 10,000 and 11,000, in percentage terms
about 0.1% per year. Universities in Ontario have been permitted to retire faculty at age
65, although that is now being tested in the courts.



In speculating on why early retirement has been so unattractive to faculty,
Hansen's instinctive answer is that academics have jobs that give them a lot of
satisfaction. Faculty do not easily abandon congenial work prematurely when the costs
of abandonment in financial and psychic terms are high. This seems to be supported in
Ontario 1; y the evidence of greater use of reduced time, leave without pay, and
assignment to other institutions, which allow faculty to remain in familiar work
situations with reduced commitments, or with a guarantee to return later (Hansen 1985).

Those faculty members who have written about emeritus status seem to point to
an active professional life style, not unlike their working life, but a bit less hectic, with
less pressure from classes and students and more time to devote to travel and their own
professional interests and research (Auerbach, 1986b; Dorfman, 1985; Havighurst,1985;
Kellams dz Chronister, 1988; Trice, 1981). If this is accurate, it might mean that
institutions could plan to put real meaning and distinctiveness into the rank, and reserve
it for the most active and interested faculty. Faculty, on the other hand, might be more
likely to treat the rank as a meaningful opportunity to make additional contributions,
rather than simply an honorific title.

Other considerations for faculty may be more mundane. For example, some are
ready to retire but feel they cannot because of loss of health benefits which they or a
family member depend on. If emeritus status in some way helped in continuing health,
and perhaps other benefits, they might retire immediately. Among TIAA institutions,
many colleges and universities do not continue retired employees in their group health
insurance plans, and of those that do most have some eligibility requirements, and most
require the retired faculty member to pay either the full cost, or most of the cost (TIAA-
CREF October 1988).

An informative way of investigating what faculty want when they envision
emeritus status is to look at what colleges offer to entice older scholars to retire. Some
colleges and universities are finding ways to keep faculty active in retirement, whether
the motivation is to retire them, or to retain the services of those they would rather not
lose. Other institutions provide opportunity to retire gradually, allowing faculty to
reduce workload gradually over time. These colleges offer faculty what they want,
office and laboratory space, secretarial help, library and parking privileges, and
opportunities to teach and work with students part time. One of the biggest fears
faculty have about retirement is that they will be cut off from colleagues and students,
and the rich intellectual environment they are used to, and avoiding this separation is
what is wanted in emeritus status (Blum 1988; Managan 1988).

Albert (1986) writes about a redefinition of retirement and emeritus status. As
chair, Committee E of the California Conference of AAUP, he carried out a charge from
that conference to make recommendations concerning the role of emeriti in university
life. The document was characterized as an emeriti bill of rights, and it begins with the
concept of conferring emeritus status as an act of recognition of a long and meritorious
service, and sees it as an earned rank, carrying with it certain rights.



Among the emeritus rights, paraphrased from Albert's list, are items that one
would ordinarily expect such as, pre-retirement information, instruction, and counseling
on financial and social issues associated with retirement, receipt of news about the
institution, access to post-retirement counseling and guidance, faculty dub membership,
faculty dining privileges, use of campus recreational and social facilities, admission to
athletic, dramatic, film, musical and other cultural events of the institution, credit union
services, access to college and alumni travel programs, and retirement faculty
identification cards. These would be expected to involve little or no incremental cost to
the institution, and may well be available to all retired faculty.

A second group of rights and responsibilities, provided in addition to those above,
would be a step up in terms of institutional cost and commitment, and in terms of
restricting such rights to emeritus faculty. They would include emeritus faculty listings
in college directories and catalogs, emeritus identification cards providing library
privileges, emeritus faculty parking privileges, receipt of campus publications and
notices, departmental mail addresses, participation in ceremonies and academic
processions, attendance at faculty meetings and faculty functions, opportunity to audit
courses, use of the college guest house, faculty discounts at the university press and
book store, and the opportunity to teach part time if needed.

Emeritus status of this nature would certainly be of value to faculty, yet not
involve a great deal of commitment on the part of either the individual or the institution.
Where costs are involved, they may well be borne by the individual if employed faculty
are also charged, e.g., parking or campus events. In this case costs to the institution may
be minimal.

The third area of emeritus rights is more substantial, and institutions may limit
items to a group of emeritus faculty who want to continue their campus teaching,
research, and other activities, and who are welcomed in that role by the institution. This
emeritus rank would include the availability of negotiated teaching and advising
assignments, laboratory and other research resources, departmental office space,
telephone, secretarial services, computers, word processors, stationery, supplies, mailing
privileges, and other resources. This rank of emeritus faculty would, in pursuing
research, have the right to receive and administer grants, contracts, awards, and other
funded research projects. As emeritus faculty they would have help in producing
scholarly publications, in making research and other grant proposals, and in making
presentations at professional meetings. They would be able to serve on thesis and
dissertation committees, on departmental committees, on campus or state faculty
committees, on the campus speaker roster, to serve the institution in a variety of
advisory or consultant capacities, and to participate in seminars, colloquia, lectures, and
other scholarly meetings (Albert 1986).



Finally, there are a number of "rights" emeriti seek with respect to associating
with one another. Albert (1986) mentions the right to establish an association of
emeritus faculty on campus, to establish an emeritus faculty center on 'campus, to use
campus meeting rooms for association meetings, and to have representation of emeritus
faculty, or their association, on Senate and faculty councils.

Another indication of faculty desires comes from the AAUP (1988, p. 38) position
which is moving toward recognition of phased retirement plans which enable faculty to
negotiate reductions in services and salary acceptable to them and the institution. AAUP
further states that:

Each institution should help retired faculty members and administrators
remain a part of the academic community, and facilitate timely retirement,
by providing, where possible, such amenities as a mail address, library
privileges, office space, faculty club membership, the institution's
publications, secretarial help, administration of grants, research facilities,
faculty dining and parking privileges, and participation in convocations
and academic processions. Institutions that confer emeritus status should
do so in accordance with standards determined by the faculty and
administration.

There are people who are beginning to write about a changing role, and that may
be a sign of change to come (Albert 1986; COFHE 1987; AAUP 1988). Four changes are
clear. First, the number of emeriti faculty is large and growing. Second, emeriti are
becoming more assertive about what they look upon as their rights (Albert 1986). Third,
emeriti are attaining recognition in policy statements of majorprofessional organizations
(AAUP 1988). And fourth, emeriti are organizing themselves and conducting
conferences with themes arising from self-interest (Albert 1988; Auerbach 1986; Blum
1988). Taken together, these moves seem to set the stage for more visible and, possibly,
a more influential role for emeriti in higher education in the future.

A NEW ROLE FOR THE PROFESSOR EMERITUS

Predicting future enrollments, availability of faculty and likely age of faculty
retirement Is less than an exact science, but the prospects for uncapping of the
mandatory retirement age has made the need for solid data more critical. Even when
there is more solid information planning efforts will have a margin of error. Neither the
data generated by the survey of AAU members and Pennsylvania degree-granting
institutions (Mauch, Birch, & Matthews, 1989a, 1989b) nor the results of the literature
search can furnish more than general guidelines and suggestions concerning new data
needed for the process of planning for the decade ahead.

There is evidence that in the decade of the 90's there may not be a glut of
qualified faculty (Bowen and Shuster 1986; Lozier and Dooris 1987). The coming
decades may also be a period during which higher education will continue to cope with
costs which rise at a rate above the general increase in cost of living.



While there seems to be agreement as to the trend of faculty members retiring in
inceasing numbers, many faculty will not want to withdraw totally from active work.
They will welcome an opportunity to continue what they have been doing but at their
own paceand for some, under newly negotiated terms of employment. The possibilities
are with us for a new form of working rank for the emeritus professor in which
competence and experience built up over the years will continue to be utilized by higher
education at a price higher education can afford. The new emeritus professor may not
be expecting a continuation of the salary or the pressures and responsibilities
experienced prior to being elevated to emeritus rank.

The new emeritus rank should offer such flexibility that it will prove to be an
attractive option, one that does not deprive higher education of the continued services
of productive faculty. The change can be one that leads from an historical "emeritus
professor" image, honorific, distinguished, retired, to a new image of working rank,
equally distinguished, but accenting productivity as well.

Prototypes of the new emeritus rank. For more than 30 years information has
been accumulating that portrays some emeritus professors in active, functioning roles
(Benz 1958). Emeritus faculty and their institutions, such as the following examples, and
the summaries of reports and investigations that follow, lend credence to the notion that
a significant number of more competent senior faculty members might be willing to take
formal retirement, but still stay on to play important parts on campus, if their
institutions assured them of continuing benefits tailored to their individual needs.

Ralph S. Brown, professor emeritus of law at Yale, is one example. Another is
Gordon A. Craig, professor emeritus of history at Stanford. Professor Brown teaches
part-time at another law school and he has an office at Yale. He points out that if one
is forced to give up an office on retirement, that might be annoying enough to encourage
staring right on as, perhaps, a not very enthusiastic teacher. Professor Craig
acknowledges warmly Stanford's continued support and interest in him during 10 years
of "formal" retirement. He has taught at Stanford half-time during six of those 10 years,
has an office on campus, has authored books, has received a Ford Foundation grant, and
maintains an otherwise active schedule (Magnan 1988).

Professor of biology, Frederick N. Crescitelli of UCLA became an emeritus
professor at age 70. Thinking back at age 79 he reflected that acquiring the emeritus title
simply meant that he could continue, though not as an active faculty member, without
a break in his work. He teaches occasionally, guest lectures in regular classes, adds to
his research on retinal pigmentation, and is writing a book about his investigations.
Professor Crescitelli has an office and access to laboratory facilities and he is eligible for
many other emeriti benefits simply by showing a special identification card (Blum 1988).



Beloit College geology professor Henry G. Woodard, at age 62, .)pted to be part
of a four-year program that let him phase into retirement. To start, he paired with a
younger colleague and shared a teaching load. That gave him increased time for
research and reflection (Magnan 1988). At UCLA professor Thomas W. James who took
part in a phased move to emeritus status, remarked that the phase arrangement has
advantages two ways. First, faculty members are given time and opportunity to make
thoughtful and deliberate decisions about how to spend their later years and to test
some alternatives. Second, during the phasing, and perhaps longer, the university
continues to have and enjoy a valued human resource, the productive senior teacher,
scholar and researcher (Blum 1988).

The relationship of the new emeritus rank relate to existing ranks. The
following conception of the emeritus status as a rank, integrated into the conventional
working rank structure of assistant, associate and full professor reflects a proposal first
introduced into the literature by Mirel (1977). It also includes components suggested by
Albert (1986) and by Mauch, Birch and Matthews (1988a and b).

The Professor Emeritus rank would be awarded in the same fashion as are other
earned ranks. That is, a departmental recommendation would be processed through
whatever committees and administrative and trustee procedures are used in the
institution to award any other professorial rank.

Though the professor emeritus rank is academically the equal of full professor,
certain qualifications make it distinctively different from the full professorship in
structural ways.

1. The emeritus professorship denotes that the faculty member
is employed less than full-time.

2. The emeritus professorship is an appointment at a fractional
or part-time salary level.

3. The move to emeritus rank is a transfer rather than a
promotion.

4. The conditions of employment at emeritus rank are
individually negotiated between the faculty member and the
institutional representative regarding tenure, contracts,
schedule, duties, salary, benefits, prerequisites, and the like
prior to transfer to emeritus status.

5. Most conditions of employment may be renegotiated upon
the initiative of either party from year to year.

6. Any full professor with five or more years of service at the
institution may apply for emeritus status after age 55.

7. Upon full retirement the holder of emeritus rank may employ
the title indefinitely.
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Expanded contributions of the professor emeritus to hither education. There
is in the literature a thread running through expressed desires of emeriti: to be kept
informed, to be the recipient of important communications, to be treated as one of the
academic community, an honored member of the academy. Many wish to continue,
also, in the roles they have had, with modifications in pressure and time (Havighurst
1985; Holden 1985).

The benefit to the institution may be great. After all, faculty who have spent their
life at an institution often feel an emotional and academic attachment every bit as strong
as alumni, and they want to keep in touch and to contribute of their time and goods.
They are certainly a valuable group of potential contributors. Of course, not all faculty
have the same feeling toward their college, but those who do are a rich resource.

In order to determine roles of emeriti it would seem essential to distinguish
among retiring faculty in some way that would be appropriate, and that would involve
the institution as well as the faculty member. For example, in establishing a meaningful
rank of emeritus professor, an institution may establish criteria to be met by those who
wish to join that rank.

Clearly in such a scheme not all would wish to join, nor would all be eligible. It
may well be that there would be one group of retiring faculty who will take their
retirement pay, and never darken the door of the academy again. A second group will
likely be those who, for whatever reasons, want only a minimum of continuing
relationship.

The third group is the emeritus faculty, a group that does not look forward to
retirement if that means being cut off permanently from colleagues, friends, the
profession, research, students, reading, writing, analyzing, and debating issues and ideas.
For some, this is the essence of life, or at least of professional life, and without it, life
looses its meaning, its savor, and its richness. These are likely to be among the more
committed and productive members of the faculty, and their productivity and
commitment are not going to diminish at any arbitrary age. It should be possible to
negotiate a mutually beneficial relationship with this group, to enable them to continue
the productive life they so much want, and to enable the institution to continue to reap
the benefits of that productive professional life. Such an agreement might well provide
the perquisites listed previously, and after all, most of them do not present incremental
costs to the institution.

The point is that starting soon, faculty can continue to receive all these benefits,
plus many more costly ones, as long as they wish and are able, simply by electing to
delay retirement. Some of the benefits will advance the institution, e.g., listing of
distinguished emeritus faculty in publications adds renown and attractiveness to the
institution, and admitting emeriti to cultural, athletic, and academic events on the same
basis as other faculty, swells the ranks of what may otherwise be poorly attended
function and, if an admission charge is involved, swells the coffers as well.



Most important would be the role of emeriti in continuing their academic work,
without the pressure of full time employment. Many faculty of retirement age are able
to and would like to continue in their research (Blum 1988, Magnan 1988). Often this
research brings prestige and funds to the institution, provides employment for assistants,
provides support and scientific training and apprenticeship to graduate students, and
provides a specific benefit to mankind, or in some way points to a practical application
which will help raise the quality of life.

Emeritus faculty are often excellent teachers. With fewer peer pressures for
professional advancement, they may have the time to spend with students, to monitor
their progress, and to become a mentor rather than a supervisor. Emeritus faculty in our
experience have often provided excellent help to graduate students in their thesis and
dissertation research and writing.

Where emeriti serve as dissertations committee members, they often have the time
and insight to devote to the student so that a success results. Their wisdom and long
experience can help students overcome problems, a role often precluded by the pressures
of being or becoming a recognized, tenured faculty member at a major university.

Emeritus faculty can be a rich resource for providing guest lectures in class, for
providing speeches and workshops in their fields to community groups, or groups of
young students and new faculty. They are often effective at communicating institutional
goals to students, faculty, and administrators.

Emeritus faculty are often excellent ambassadors for the institution, presenting a
picture of the institution that quietly and effectively communicates the institutional
message. They are able and willing to help attract alumni interest, contacting alumni,
often former students, soliciting alumni support, even in some cases, approaching major
donors. To many emeritus faculty the chance to serve is often its own reward.

Emeritus faculty, who are no longer regular university employees, could be
employed on a part-time, ad hoc, or consultant basis when appropriate services are
performed. Many emeriti may not need or want payment for what they do, but others
might, particularly where medical insurance benefits are possible.

Reimbursement for professional activities like travel to a professional meeting may
be important to many emeritus faculty. In some cases, arrangements may be made so
there is little direct cost to the institution. In many cases the principle of continuing
meaningful association with the university for those who want it and have something
to contribute, is more important than the money involved.



Planning for the new emeritus rank. There is little information at present on
which to base generalizations about the roles emeritus faculty members are likely to
have in the future. Therefore, institutional research might produce reliable and
up-to-date information which could be particularly useful for planning purposes. A
good place to start might be with several active emeritus or retired faculty and several
interested employed faculty who command respect in the institution. Such a group,
appointed by the college, or by the Faculty Senate, or jointly, could be charged with the
responsibility of looking into the question and reporting back to the appointing
authority.

Such a group might want to interview faculty and administrators, develop a
survey, write to emeritus faculty associations at sister institutions, review the literature,
and in general become familiar with the issues and possibilities available locally.

The actual privileges, obligations, and kind and degree of involvement of the
emeritus professor in university affairs is quite inconsistent among universities, and the
criteria used to determine which retirees are awarded emeritus rank differ markedly
among institutions. Thus, understanding the differences, and coming to some
appropriate agreement as to the definition of emeritus and consistent criteria for
awarding the rank is one good place to start in the planning endeavor.

For individual institutions it seems important and timely to collect and analyze
retirement and emeritus status data from institutional policies and practices, from the
activities of faculty members, and on the current and future desires and intentions of
both. Neither sound base line data nor meaningful projections are available nationally
now. The systematic gathering, examination and reporting of such data at the
institutional level would seem to be prudent and appropriate planning activity.

The imminent elimination of a mandatory age criterion for retirement can be
anticipated to exert influence on retirement policies and practices in the near future.
One example, which may well affect all faculty, is the standing of tenure.

The concern about the relationship of uncapping to tenure may be well-founded.
It is held by both administration and faculty groups that the most difficult decisions in
higher education today are those concerning the award of tenure (Miller 1987). Until
recently it was certain that tenure stopped at a specific age, usually 65-70. That "cap"
offered escape to faculty colleagues or administration from tenure award mistakes or
changed circumstances. With uncapping, it may not be feasible to "wait-out" a problem
tenure appointment until the individual decides to retire.



Tenure is being examined anew by some because the nature and length of
permanent tenure will dearly be affected by the removal of the compulsory retirement
age. Planning for the new emeritus rank would thus include ascertaining the number
of tenured and non-tenured faculty by age, discipline, department, and projected
retirement date. These data might then be compared with what is known about trends
in student enrollments, institutional goals and emphases, which areas are to grow and
expand, and which areas are to remain constant and perhaps decline. Planning for the
future of the institution would seem to require some understanding of- those numbers
and their impact.

Further, planning for the new rank should take into consideration that intellectual
and physical competence now extend, for many academic and professional men and
women, beyond 62 or 65, common retirement ages previously established. In addition,
the mandatory retirement option is now dosed; that makes planning for uncapping all
the more important. Institutions can allow themselves to be placed at the mercy of
events, or they can plan to exert some direction over those events.

As a result of such planning, institutions may alter their policies and practices so
as to change the previous "emeritus professor" image from an honorific rank of
distinguished faculty to one accenting productivity as well. For many professors,
retirement will no longer mean withdrawal from active work at the prime of one's
academic career but a transition to a new, less pressure-filled, life and professional role.

Albert (1986, p. 25) reminds us that "retirement terminates neither experience nor
expertise . ." He goes on to point out that if we allow "this act of disengagement to
mean a severing of all ties between an institution and an emeritus [it] can only result in
a measure of loss to both . . . ." In the future, institutions may plan ways for the option
to be open to faculty to continue the scholarly work in all its in various aspects, but at
a less hectic pace, and under newly negotiated terms of employment.

It would seem prudent for the individual institution to plan, with faculty, the
specific nature of privileges and responsibilities that will be expected of emeritus faculty.
Many such privileges and responsibilities are likely to be found among the list of
possible roles found earlier in this paper. Many of these are privileges, and some faculty
would even argue that they are or should be rights. However, it is likely that the future
will be negotiated. Many of the items we have discussed above, as well as others, will
be balanced in the sense that there will be both rights and responsibilities. What may
start ou: as a list of demands which appear to benefit emeriti, may end up as a carefully
planned and agreed upon role that is mutually beneficial.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. There is a body of literature on the emeritus professorship that is limited
in scope but still large enough and substantive enough to warrant more
attention than it now receives in the journals and texts.

2. Emeritus faculty are in the process of building local, state and national
organizations. The faculty are motivated by enlightened self interest and
a desire for continued academic and professional engagement. They are
now at the stage where they could either find a home on college or
university campuses, or find recognition, attachment, or alliances
elsewhere.

3. Sufficient information and experience is reported in the literature on
emeritus .status to encourage the design and implementation of a new
concept of emeritus professor as a part-time faculty rank incorporated into
the traditional working rank structure of the professorate.

4. Colleges and universities will have to find new ways to relate to older
faculty while providing individual incentives for faculty members in
keeping with institutional objectives. A promising way to do that is via
the formalization of a working emeritus rank.

5. The time between now and 1994 constitutes a fortuitous window of
opportunity in which to use the emeritus working rank as a means of
cushioning the impact of uncapping. The window is narrowing day by
day.

6. It is often noted in discussion on retirement age and retirement intentions
that average age of faculty retirement is now markedly below age 70 and
is falling. According to literature now available such an assumption may
be open to question in some types of institutions. Moreover, average
retirement age may be less relevant than is the mounting evidence that
larger proportions and numbers of faculty intend to continue working
beyond age 70.

7. Far too few institutions of higher education have sufficient information
about faculty retirement intentions, either before or after uncapping, to
make projections for local use or to determine state, regional, or national
trends.

These conclusions are the major outcomes of the available literature. The next
section deals with recommendations, most of which have their roots in the above
conclusions. It must be concluded from the literature now available that such a
discussion is needed and essential.



RECOMMENDATIONS

Individual institutions will find it necessary to collect and analyze retirement and
emeritus status data from institutional policies and practices, from the activities of
faculty members, and from the current and future desires and intentions of both.

Institutions should alter their policies and practices so as to change the previous
"emeritus professor" image from a rank of retired faculty to a new form of working rank,
part-time, equally distinguished, but accenting productivity as well For many
professors, retirement will no longer mean withdrawal from active work at the prime
of one's academic career but a transition to a new, less hectic, life and professional role
in the new emeritus rank.

Institutions should put real meaning and distinction into the emeritus rank and
reserve it for active and interested faculty. Faculty then might be more likely to treat
the rank as an opportunity to make additional contributions, rather than as an honorific
title without responsibilities or challenges.

Colleges and universities, where appropriate, should enable older scholars to
retire and to remain active in retirement by offering a working emeritus rank for those
who want to remain active and productive but at a more relaxed pace. Among the
enticements that could be recommended are office and laboratory space, secretarial help,
library and parking privileges, and opportunities to teach, carry on research, and work
with students part time. One of the biggest fears faculty have about retirement is that
they will be cut off from colleagues and students, and the rich intellectual environment
they are used to, and some such arrangement would allay that fear of retirement.

Institutions of higher education are advised to examine the roles emeritus faculty
members are likely to have in the future. The research each institutional conducts might
produce reliable and up-to-date information which could be useful for planning
purposes.

Each institution should work to involve active emeritus or retired faculty, as well
as currently employed faculty who command respect in the institution in the
development of policies governing emeritus faculty. They could interview faculty and
administrators, develop a questionnaire, write to emeritus faculty associations at sister
institutions, review the literature, including this book, and in general become familiar
with policies and issues locally.

Each institution, working with faculty, should search for ways to acknowledge
voluntary emeritus faculty contributions in scholarship, research, teaching and service.
The new relationship suggested here between institutions and emeritus faculty should
be, if it is to be viable and lasting, mutually beneficial. Ideally both should gain.
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There will have to be social and economic benefit to the new relationship if it is
to remain healthy. Certainly some emeritus faculty feel so loyal to their schools that
they may not wish to seek financial compensation for teaching, advising, consultation
or other academic and professional contributions. And no doubt there are institutions
that do not want to ask emeritus faculty to contribute their skills when there is little
possibility of adequate pay. There are several options that might be recommended, most
of which could result in dividends for both the institution and the emeritus faculty
member. For example, the faculty member could be compensated financially, then make
a gift to the institution. The emeritus faculty then enjoys the pleasure and prestige of
recognition as a contributor to the institutional mission. The college or university can
announce another faculty contribution and take advantage of the known encouragement
that gives to other potential contributors.

Those faculty who wish to continue in an active, productive relationship with the
institution should be given space and support (e.g. part-time secretary, telephone,
supplies, part or full-time graduate assistance, computer or laboratory facilities) as
appropriate. That form of recognition is usually highly prized by faculty members, yet
it is relatively inexpensive when compared to a tenured faculty member's alternative of
continued employment.

Highly recommended is the establishment and presenting of awards exdusively
for extraordinary, otherwise uncompensated, contributions in scholarship, teaching,
research or service by emeritus faculty. These represent only three of many possible
ways to acknowledge the contributions of emeritus faculty.

Colleges and universities must address the issue of a fair and open annual system
of evaluation for tenured faculty, worked out with faculty, and acceptable to both faculty
and the administration.

Each institution should obtain its own information in anticipation of uncapping,
as well as keep up with new studies being done, such as the congressionally mandated
study by the National Academy of Sciences (Hammond & Morgan, 1991). Within each
institution it may be time to study both the past retirement behavior and the future
retirement intentions of faculty by categories, such as age, sex, race, academic discipline,
and academic preparation.



SUMMARY

This paper was devoted to finding and to analyzing the professional literature on
the emeritus professorship. It was anticipated that evidence might be found in the
literature to suggest that significant changes were taking place in the meaning of
emeritus status. Further it was postulated that the emerging changes in the meaning of
the emeritus rank could be used to help manage problems foreseen in connection with
the impending demise of a Mandatory Retirement Age (MRA) for tenured faculty in
higher education.

The literature proved to be widely dispersed and quite varied in content. Much
of it was either highly personal and anecdotal, or very speculative. There was, however,
a core of research consisting mainly of studies of how emeriti spent their time, and
studies about the relationship they had or desired with their former employing colleges
and universities. In addition, there were reports of the activities of emeriti organizations
and there were policy documents and bargaining agreements in which emeritus standing
was recognized and described. To examine a possible relationship between emeritus
status and retirement age, literature on the later was incorporated in the review also.
A bibliography is provided.
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